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Abstract: If distinct colours represent distinct technology types that are placed at the vertices of a simple graph in
accordance to a minimum proper colouring, a disaster recovery strategy could rely on an answer to the question: “What is
the maximum destruction, if any, the graph (a network) can undergo while ensuring that at least one of each technology
type remain, in accordance to a minimum proper colouring of the remaining induced subgraph.” In this paper, we introduce
the notion of a chromatic core subgraph H of a given simple graph G in answer to the stated problem. Since for any
subgraph H of G it holds that χ(H)≤ χ(G), the problem is well defined.
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1 Introduction
For general notation and concepts in graphs and digraphs see [3,6,11]. Unless mentioned otherwise all graphs G
are finite, undirected simple graphs. The number of vertices of a graph G is called its order and is denoted by
ν(G) = n≥ 1 and the number of edges of edges of G is called its size, denoted by ε(G) = p≥ 0. The minimum and
maximum degree of G are denoted by δ (G) and ∆(G) respectively. The degree of a vertex v ∈ V (G) is denoted by
dG(v) or when the context is clear, simply as d(v). Also, the vertices and the edges of a graph are together called the
elements of a graph.
Recall that a proper vertex colouring of a graph G denoted ϕ : V (G) 7→ C = {c1,c2,c3, . . . ,c`}, a set of distinct
colours, is a vertex colouring such that no two distinct adjacent vertices have the same colour. The minimum number
of colours required in a proper vertex colouring of a graph G is called the chromatic number of G and is denoted by
χ(G). When a vertex colouring is considered with colours of minimum subscripts the colouring is called a minimum
parameter colouring. Unless stated otherwise we consider minimum parameter colour sets throughout this paper.
2 Chromatic Core Subgraph
If distinct colours represent distinct technology types that are placed at the vertices of a simple graph in accordance
to a minimum proper colouring, a disaster recovery strategy could rely on an answer to the question about the
maximum destruction the graph (a network) can undergo while ensuring that at least one of each technology type
remain in accordance to a minimum proper colouring of the remaining induced subgraph. In view of this question,
we introduce the notion of a chromatic core subgraph H of a given simple graph G in answer to the stated problem.
Observe that the notion of a chromatic core subgraph H of a given simple graph G resembles the technique used
in [11], (see Theorem 8.6.19 of [11]) in which, for χ(G) = k, the successive deletion of vertices from graph G are
utilised to obtain a subgraph H such that χ(H−v) = k−1. The essential difference is the fact that a chromatic core
graph is an induced subgraph with minimum structor index si(G) = ν(G)+ ε(G).
The structural size of a graph G is measured in terms of structor index. If si(G) = si(H) the graphs are of equal
structural size but not necessarily isomorphic. We say that a graph among G and H is the smaller when compared
to the other if its structor index is smaller than that of the latter.
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Definition 1. A chromatic core subgraph of a finite, undirected and simple graph G of order ν(G) = n≥ 1 is a smallest
induced subgraph, say H, (smallest in terms of si(H)) such that χ(H) = χ(G).
Note that, up to isomorphism, a chromatic core subgraph is not necessarily unique. Definition 1 essentially requires
only the conditions min(ν(H)+ ε(H)) and that χ(H) = χ(G). It is easy to see that a graph G with χ(G) = 1 can
only be a null graph (edgeless graph). Hence, K1 is a chromatic core subgraph of any graph G with χ(G) = 1. Also,
for all graphs G with χ(G) = 2 (bipartite graphs), any edge uv ∈ E(G) is a chromatic core subgraph of G. Therefore,
the bipartite graphs have ε chromatic core subgraphs.
From a compoˆnenta˘ analysis perspective (see [9]), a finite, simple graph may have a number of connected
components say, H1,H2,H3, . . . ,Hk such that
k⋃
i=1
V (Hi) = V (G) and
k⋃
i=1
E(Hi) = E(G). Renumber the components
in decreasing order of the chromatic number of the components. Assume that χ(H1) = χ(H2) = · · · = χ(Ht) >
χ(Ht+1) ≥ χ(Ht+2) ≥ ·· · ≥ χ(Hk). Definition 1 implies that if H ′1,H ′2,H ′3, . . . ,H ′t are chromatic core subgraphs of
H1,H2,H3, . . . ,Ht respectively, then a smallest {H ′i : 1 ≤ i ≤ t} is a chromatic core subgraph of G. It means that
we can sensibly investigate only finite, undirected connected simple graphs henceforth. Then, the first important
existence lemma can be presented as given below.
Lemma 1. Any finite, undirected connected simple graph G has a proper subgraph H such that χ(H) = χ(G) if and
only if G is neither a complete graph nor an odd cycle.
Proof. From Brook’s Theorem it follows that χ(G) = ∆(G)+1 if and only if G is either an odd cycle or a complete
graph. It implies that for only odd cycles and complete graphs, all its proper subgraphs H be such that χ(H)< χ(G).
All other graphs G will have at least one proper subgraph H with, χ(H) = χ(G).
Clearly, the subgraph H that exists by Lemma 1, can also be the corresponding induced subgraph, 〈V (H)〉. This
remark is important to link further results with the notion of a chromatic core subgraph.
2.1 Chromatic core subgraphs of certain classical graphs
The subsection begins with results for some classical graphs and certain trivial observations. Note that unless
mentioned otherwise, only finite, undirected connected simple graphs will be considered.
Proposition 1.
(i) An acyclic graph G has P2 as a chromatic core subgraph.
(ii) An even cycle Cn, n≥ 4 has P2 as a chromatic core subgraph.
(iii) An odd cycle Cn, n≥ 3 has Cn as its unique chromatic core subgraph.
(iv) A complete graph Kn, n≥ 1 has Kn as its unique chromatic core subgraph.
(v) An even wheel Wn, n≥ 4 has C3 as a chromatic core subgraph.
(vi) An odd wheel Wn, n≥ 3 has Wn as its unique chromatic core subgraph.
(vii) An even helm graph Hn, n≥ 4 has C3 as a chromatic core subgraph.
(viii) An odd helm graph Hn, n≥ 3 has odd Wn as its unique chromatic core subgraph.
(ix) If diam(G) = 1 then G is its unique chromatic core subgraph.
(x) If χ(G) = ∆(G)+1 then G is its unique chromatic core subgraph.
(xi) If H is a chromatic core subgraph of G then the Mycielski graph µ(H) is a chromatic core subgraph of the
Mycielski graph µ(G).
Proof. The results from (i) to (viii) are straight forward and needs no explanation.
(ix) If diam(G) = 1, then G is a complete graph and hence the result follows from Part (iv).
(x) By Brook’s Theorem, χ(G) ≤ ∆(G) if and only if G is neither a complete graph nor an odd cycle. Hence, if
χ(G) = ∆(G)+1, then G is either complete or an odd cycle. So the result follows from Parts (iii) and (iv).
(xi) Since χ(µ(G)) = χ(G)+1, and a chromatic core subgraph H of G is an induced subgraph of G, it follows that
µ(H) is the smallest induced subgraph of µ(G) such that χ(µ(H)) = χ(H)+1= χ(G)+1= χ(µ(G)). Therefore,
the result.
The next result is the major result within the context of chromatic core subgraphs.
Theorem 1. For a given integer m ∈ N, the smallest graph G with χ(G = m is the complete graph Km.
c© 2018 Authors
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Proof. For m = 1, the graph G = K1 is clearly the smallest graph with χ(G) = 1 and si(G) = 1. For m = 2, the
graph G = K2 = P2 is clearly the smallest graph with χ(G) = 2 and si(G) = 3. Also, by the same reasoning, G = K3
is the smallest graph for which χ(G) = 3 and si(G) = 6. Assume that for 4≤ m≤ `, the smallest graph G for which
χ(G) = m is G = Km with si(G) = m+ 12 m(m−1). Consider m = ` and let V (K`) = {v1,v2,v3, . . . ,v`}.
Consider m = `+ 1. Begin with K` and add an isolated vertex u. Clearly, χ(K` ∪{u}) = ` with si(K` ∪{u}) =
si(K`)+1. Clearly, adding another isolated vertex or more isolated vertices will not assist to increase the chromatic
number. Adding a pendant vertex, adds a count of 2 elements and hence that is also not optimal. Hence, without
loss of generality, add the edge uv1 to obtain K′`. Clearly, edges must be added iteratively to obtain K
′′′...′ (` times)
` to
have χ(K
′′′...′ (` times)
` ) = `+ 1. Clearly, 1+ ` < t≥2 + ` and K
′′′...′ (` times)
` = K`+1 with si(K`+1) = (`+ 1)+
1
2 (`+ 1)`.
Therefore, the result holds for m = `+1 and hence the results holds for all m ∈ N, by mathematical induction.
Recall that the clique number ω(G) is the order of the largest clique in G. Also recall that a perfect graph G
is a graph for which any induced subgraph H has, ω(H) = χ(H). For a weakly perfect graph, it is only known that
ω(G) = χ(G), with or without the condition being valid for all the induced proper subgraphs. Therefore, all perfect
graphs are weakly perfect as well (see [1]).
The next corollary is a direct consequence of the aforesaid and of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1.
(i) For a weakly perfect graph G its largest clique H is a chromatic core subgraph.
(ii) For a non-weakly perfect graph G the only unique chromatic core subgraph is G itself.
Many graph classes are indeed perfect graphs such as: complete graphs, even cycles, paths, bipartite graphs,
interval graphs, permutation graphs, split graphs, threshold graphs and others (refer to [1]). A recently introduced
class of graph called the linear Jaco graphs (see [8]), will be proven to be perfect as well.
Definition 2. Let f (x) = mx+ c;x ∈ N, m,c ∈ N0. The family of infinite linear Jaco graphs denoted by {J∞( f (x)) :
f (x) = mx+ c;x,m ∈ N and c ∈ N0} is defined by V (J∞( f (x))) = {vi : i ∈ N}, A(J∞( f (x))) ⊆ {(vi,v j) : i, j ∈ N, i < j}
and (vi,v j) ∈ A(J∞( f (x))) if and only if ( f (i)+ i)−d−(vi)≥ j.
Figure 1 depicts the Jaco graph J10(x).
Fig. 1: Jaco graph J10(x).
For this application we consider the underlying finite linear Jaco graph denoted by, J∗n ( f (x)). This finite graph is
obtained by lobbing off all vertices vi, i≥ n+1 together with the corresponding edges.
Theorem 2. The family of finite, undirected linear Jaco graphs are perfect graphs.
c© 2018 Authors
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Proof. Case-1: Let m≥ 1). A graph of order n≥ 1 has 2n−1 induced subgraphs. Consider the case f (x) = x. Note that
J∗4 (x) = P4 and hence it and all its induced subgraphs are perfect graphs. Consider J
∗
5 (x). Here, we only need to verify
pefectness of the induced subgraphs 〈v1,v5〉, 〈v2,v5〉, 〈v3,v5〉,〈v4,v5〉,〈v1,v2,v5〉,〈v1,v3,v5〉, 〈v1,v4,v5〉, 〈v2,v3,v5〉,
〈v2,v4,v5〉, 〈v3,v4,v5〉, 〈v1,v2,v3,v5〉, 〈v1,v2,v4,v5〉, 〈v1,v3,v4,v5〉, 〈v2,v3,v4,v5〉, 〈v1,v2,v3,v4,v5〉 and 〈v5〉.
Knowing that the disjoint union of two perfect graphs remains perfect and using Definition 2 makes it easy to
verify that each of the induced subgraphs is indeed perfect. Since the result holds for n = 1,2,3,4,5, assume that it
holds for 6≤ n≤ k.
Consider the case n = k+1. It follows, by induction, that the 2k+1−2k additional induced subgraphs are perfect.
Hence, the result holds forall n ∈ N.
Finally, since f (x) = mx+ c;x,m ∈ N, c ∈ N0 are satisfied by only the set of positive integer ordered pairs, (that
is, {(x,mx+ c) : m,x ∈ N and c ∈ N0}), by similar reasoning to that in the case of f (x) = x, it follows by induction
that the result holds for all finite, undirected linear Jaco graphs in this subfamily.
Case-2: Let m= 0. It follows from Definition 2 that these linear Jaco graphs are all the disjoint union of complete
graphs, Kt , t ≤ c+1. Hence, the result holds for this subfamily as well.
Therefore, the result holds for all finite, undirected linear Jaco graphs.
Figure 2 depicts J15(3) and hence c = 3 to clarify Case-2 of the above result.
Fig. 2: Jaco graph J15(3).
Corollary 2. For finite, undirected linear Jaco graphs, the unique chromatic core subgraphs is the respective Hope
subgraphs (refer to [8] for the definition of Hope subgraphs Jaco graphs).
3 Chromatic Core Subgraphs of Certain Graph Operations
In this section, the join, the corona, the Cartesian product, the tensor product, strong product and the lexicographical
product (refer to [5] for the definitions of graph products) of graphs G and H are considered.
3.1 Chromatic Core Subgraphs of Join of Graphs
Let G1(V1,E1) and G2(V2,E2) be two graphs. Then, their join, denoted by G1+G2, is the graph whose vertex set is
V1∪V2 and edge set is E1∪E2∪Ei j, where Ei j = {uiv j : ui ∈ G1,v j ∈ G2} (see [6]).
Theorem 3. If G′ and H ′ are chromatic core subgraphs of the graphs G and H respectively, then G′ +H ′ is a
chromatic core subgraph of G+H.
c© 2018 Authors
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Proof. Note that for the join G+H, we have χ(G+H) = χ(G)+χ(H). If an induced subgraph G′′ which is smaller
than G′ exists such that χ(G′′+H ′) = χ(G+H), then χ(G′′) = χ(G) which is a contradiction. Similar reasoning
applies to the cases G′+H ′′ and G′′+H ′′.
Finally, let E∗(G+H) be the additional edges resulting from the +operation hence, E∗(G+H) = E(G+H)−
(E(G)∪E(H)). Since any edge induced subgraph resulting from an edge set S⊆ E∗(G+H) is a bipartite graph, such
subgraph will only suffice if both, χ(G) = χ(H) = 1. The aforesaid implies that G = H = K1. Hence the result.
3.2 Chromatic Core Subgraphs of Corona of Graphs
The corona of two graphs G1 and G2 (see [6]), denoted by G1G2, is the graph obtained by taking |V (G1)| copies
of the graph G2 and adding edges between each vertex of G1 to every vertex of one (corresponding) copy of G2. The
following theorem establishes a range for the curling number of the corona of two graphs. The following theorem
discusses the chromatic core subgraphs of corona of graphs.
Theorem 4. If G′ and H ′ are chromatic core subgraphs of the graphs G and H respectively, then K1◦H ′ is a chromatic
core subgraph of G◦H.
Proof. Since χ(G◦H) = χ(H)+1 and for any v ∈ V (G), v+H is an induced subgraph of G◦H the result follows
by similar reasoning to that in the proof of Theorem 3.
Let V (G) = {vi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and V (H) = {u j : 1 ≤ j ≤ m}. For the graph products under discussion the product
vertices are the set Cartesian product V (G)×V (H) = {(vi,u j) : 1≤ i≤ n, 1≤ j ≤ m}.
3.3 Chromatic Core Subgraphs of the Cartesian Product of Graphs
Let G1(V1,E1) and G2(V2,E2) be the two given graphs. The Cartesian product of G1 and G2 (see [5,6]), denoted by
G1G2, is the graph with vertex set V1×V2, such that two points u = (vi,u j) and v = (vk,ul) in V1×V2 are adjacent
in G1G2 whenever [vi = vk and u j is adjacent to ul ] or [u j = ul and vi is adjacent to vk].
The following theorem discusses the chromatic core subgraphs of the Cartesian product of graphs.
Theorem 5. If G′ and H ′ are the chromatic core subgraphs of the graphs G and H respectively, the induced subgraph
or{G′,H ′}, corresponding to max{χ(G),χ(H)} is a chromatic core subgraph of GH.
Proof. Assume that G is of order n ≥ 1 and H is of order m ≥ 1. From the definition of the Cartesian product
GH of G and H, it follows that E(GH) can be partition into edge subsets say, X and Y , such that say X can be
partitioned into m subsets Xi, 1≤ i≤m and each 〈Xi〉 is isomorphic to G. Similarly, Y can be partitioned in n subsets
Yj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that each 〈Yj〉 is isomorphic to H. Because χ(GH) = max{χ(G),χ(H)}, the result follows by
similar reasoning to that in the proof of Theorem 3.
3.4 Chromatic Core Subgraphs of the Tensor Product of Graphs
The tensor product of graphs G1 and G2 is the graph G1×G2 with the vertex set V (G1×G2) = V (G1)×V (G2)
and the vertices (v,u) and (v′,u′) are adjacent in G1×G2 if and only if vv′ ∈ E(G1) and uu′ ∈ E(G2). For a vertex
(vi,u j) ∈ G = G1×G2, we have dG(vi,u j) = dG1(vi)dG2(u j), where 1 ≤ i ≤ |V (G1)|,1 ≤ j ≤ |V (G2)| (see [5]). This
graph product has various names in the literature such as direct product, categorical product, cardinal product,
relational product, Kronecker product, weak direct product or the conjunction of graphs, there is no conclusive
result. That χ(G×H) ≤ min{χ(G),χ(H)} follows easily. However, the Hedetniemi conjecture (see [7]) states that
χ(G×H) = min{χ(G),χ(H)}. After verifying numerous examples, we are confident to state Hedetniemi’s 2-nd
Conjecture as follows.
Conjecture 1. [Hedetniemi’s 2-nd Conjecture]1If G′ and H ′ are chromatic core subgraphs of the graphs G and H
respectively, then the induced subgraph or{G′,H ′} corresponding to min{χ(G),χ(H)} is a chromatic core subgraph of
G×H. Moreover, if χ(G) = χ(H), then smallest{G′,H ′} is a chromatic core subgraph of G×H.
1 In honour of Professor Emeritus Stephen T. Hedetniemi who in 1966 stated the Hedetniemi conjecture
c© 2018 Authors
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3.5 Chromatic Core Subgraphs of the Strong Product of Graphs
The strong product of two graphs G1 and G2 is the graph, denoted by G1G2, whose vertex set is V (G1)×V (G2),
the vertices (v,u) and (v′,u′) are adjacent in G1G2 if [vv′ ∈ E(G1) and u = u′] or [v = v′ and uu′ ∈ E(G2)] or
[vv′ ∈ E(G1) and uu′ ∈ E(G2)] (see [5]).
Invoking Defintion mentioned above, we claim that the following conjecture is true.
Conjecture 2. If G′ and H ′ are chromatic core subgraphs of the graphs G and H respectively, then G′H ′ is a
chromatic core subgraph of GH.
It is known that max{χ(G),χ(H)} ≤ χ(GH) ≤ χ(G) · χ(H). Furthermore, the following facts provide us
convincing background to claim that the conjecture that G′H ′ is a chromatic core subgraph of GH
(a) The upperbound in the above inequality is strict in most cases;
(b) In general, χ(G+uv)≥ χ(G);
(c) χ(G×H)≤ min{χ(G),χ(H)};
(d) Theorem 5;
(e) E(GH) = E(G×H)∪E(GH),
Remark 1. For the bounds max{χ(G),χ(H)} ≤ χ(GH)≤ χ(G) ·χ(H), (see [2,4]).
3.6 Chromatic Core Subgraph of the Lexicographic Product of Graphs
Recall that in the lexicographical product the vertices (vi,u j) and (vk,um) are adjacent if and only if, vi ad j vk or;
vi = vk and u j ad j um.
Lemma 2. For any general graph product of two graphs G and H, denoted by G
⊙
H, is the graph with vertex set
V (G)×V (H) such that the adjacency condition vi ∼ vk and u j 6= um results in more or an equal number of edges
than the adjacency condition, vi ∼ vk and u j ∼ um.
Proof. Because graphs G and H have no loops, u j ad j um ⇒ u j 6= um hence, the first adjacency condition is met
if vi ad j vk. Also, u j notad j um ⇒ u j 6= um hence, the first adjacency condition is met if vi ad j vk. Therefore, the
adjacency condition vi ad j vk and u j 6= um results in more or, an equal number of edges than the adjacency condition,
vi ad j vk and u j ad j um.
Conjecture 3. For graphs G and H with chromatic core subgraphs G′ and H ′ respectively, G′~H ′ is a chromatic core
subgraph of G~H.
In the lexicographical product the adjacency condition vi ∼ vk can be written as, vi ∼ vk and u j = um or vi ∼ vk and
u j 6= um. Hence, by Lemma 2, the lexicographical product results in more or equal number of edges than the strong
product adjacency condition, vi ∼ vk and u j ∼ um. Since, all other adjacency conditions between the strong and the
lexicographical products are similar, it follows that |E(GH)| ≤ |E(G~H)|. Hence, by mathematical induction on
Conjecture 2, a similar result stating that G′~H ′ is a chromatic core subgraph of G~H, is valid.
3.7 Chromatic Core Subgraphs of Complement Graphs
First, observe the following straight forward result.
Proposition 2. For any finite, undirected connected simple graph G its complement graph G has a proper subgraph
(or induced subgraph) H such that χ(H) = χ(G) if and only if G is neither a complete graph nor a 5-cycle.
It is obvious that if a self-complementary graph G has a chromatic core subgraph G′ then G has a chromatic core
subgraph G′ that is isomorphic to G′.
Theorem 6. For a finite, undirected connected graph G with a chromatic core subgraph G′, we have that, G has a
chromatic core subgraph G′ that is isomorphic to G′ if and only if either P3 or self-complementary.
c© 2018 Authors
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Proof. Since G = G we only have to prove the result for P3 and for a self-complementary graph G. The converse
follows by implication.
Case-1: Consider P3. From the definition of the complement graph, it follows that P3 = P2 ∪K1. Clearly, both
P3,P3 have a P2 as chromatic core subgraph. Hence, the result for P3.
Case-2: Let G be any self-complementary graph with a chromatic core subgraph G′. Therefore, G′ has smallest
si(G′) for all induced subgraphs H of G for which χ(H) = χ(G). In G, an induced subgraph G′ must exist such
that χ(G′) = χ(G′) and si(G′) = si(G′) such that si(G′) is smallest for all induced subgraphs H of G for which
χ(H) = χ(G′). Else, an induced subgraph H∗ of G′ exists that satisfy the set conditions. But, that is a contradiction
because H∗ exists in G such that si(H∗)< si(G′) and χ(H∗) = χ(G). Hence, the result for self-complementary graphs
follows.
Corollary 3.
(i) For a weakly perfect graph G the largest clique H of the complement graph G is a chromatic core subgraph of
G.
(ii) For a non-weakly perfect graph G the only unique chromatic core subgraph of G, is G itself.
Recall that a graph can be coloured in accordance with the Rainbow Neighborhood Convention (see [10]). Such
colouring utilises the colours C = {c1,c2,c3, . . . ,c`}, where ` = χ(G), and always colour vertices with maximum
vertices in G have the colour c1, and maximum vertices in the remaining uncoloured vertices have the colour c2 and
following in this way until possible number of vertices have the colour c`. Such a colouring is called a χ−-colouring
of a graph.
Proposition 3. For a weakly perfect graph G that is coloured in accordance with the rainbow neighbourhood
convention, there exists a largest independent set X such that in G such that c(u) = c1, for all u ∈ X and 〈X〉 is a
chromatic core subgraph of the complement graph G.
Proof. Assume that all largest independent sets are such that each has a number of vertices say, t ≥ 1 which are
not coloured c1. Then clearly the colouring is not in accordance with the rainbow neighbourhood convention because
colouring the t vertices, c1, yields another minimum proper colouring. Hence at least one such independent set must
exists.
Consider this independent set to be X . Clearly by the definition of the complement grap 〈X〉 is a maximum induced
clique of G. Since G is also weakly perfect it follows that 〈X〉 is a chromatic core subgraph of the complement graph
G.
3.8 Chromatic Core Subgraphs of the Line Graph of Trees
It is noted that the line graph of a null graph (edgeless graph) of order n denoted, N0,n, remains a null graph of
same order. Hence, the chromatic core subgraph of both N0,n and L(N0,n) is K1. For a path Pn, n≥ 3 the line graph
L(Pn) = Pn−1. Therefore, the chromatic core subgraph for both is P2. For certain classes of graphs the result in respect
of chromatic core subgraphs is straight forward. Note the notation, ≥ `′s, means: ∈ {`,`+1, `+2, . . .}.
Theorem 7. For a tree T of order n≥ 2, its line graph L(T ) has a maximum clique as a chromatic core subgraph.
Proof. Clearly, the degree sequences of a trees are characterised as either (1,1) or (1
′s,2
′s) or (1
′s,≥ 3′s) or (1′s,2′s,≥
3
′s). Clearly for the possibilities (1,1) or (1
′s,2
′s) the line graph has a maximum cliques of order ≤ 2. The corresponding
clique is also the smallest induced subgraph with chromatic number equal to χ(L(T )) = 1 or 2. Therefore, it is a
chromatic core subgraph of L(T ).
For the options (1
′s,≥ 3′s) or (1′s,2′s,≥ 3′s) and without loss of generality, let t =max{≥ 3′s}. Clearly the line graph
has a maximum clique of order, t. The corresponding clique is also the smallest induced subgraph with chromatic
number equal to χ(L(T )) = t. Therefore, it is a chromatic core subgraph of L(T ).
c© 2018 Authors
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4 Conclusion
The paper introduced the notion of a chromatic core subgraph in respect of proper vertex colouring. The colours
were all minimum parameter colours which is then called a chromatic colouring or in some work it is called, regular
colouring. The field of research by generalising the notion to edge colouring and other derivative colourings such
as J-colouring, local colouring, dynamic colouring, co-colouring, grundy colouring, harmonious colouring, complete
colouring, exact colouring, star colouring and others, offers a wide scope. The main application lies in large destruction,
if possible, of a network carrying a defined technology capacity in accordance to a chosen colouring protocol whilst
surviving with an induced subnetwork with equivalent technology capacity.
4.1 New Direction of Research
For the results in respect of strong and lexicographic products an alternative method of proof through induction
on the structor indices is being investigated. The condition of simplicity of a graph is relaxed. Non-simplicity could
result in the strong and lexicographic products through the new method of proof. Let the graph G have vertex set
V (G) = {v1,v2,v3, . . . ,vn}. For example, note that a pseudo 2-path Pρ2 with multiple edges say, v1v2, (t times) or
v1v2 = ei, 1≤ i≤ t, has χ(Pρ2 ) = 2 = χ(P2). Therefore, a chromatic core subgraph of Pρ2 is v1eiv2, i ∈ {1,2,3, . . . , t}.
Added to the aforesaid, it is known that, χ(Pn≥2Pm≥2) = 4= χ(C2nP2m) with K4 a chromatic core subgraph and,
χ(C2n+1C2m+1) = 5 with K5 a chromatic core subgraph. These facts form the basis of the new direction of research.
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